
Is The Old Self Just A Habit Of The Unconscious Thinking? (Spiral page 62; 
PB page 114) 
 

The old self, or old nature, is not simply a habit of the unconscious part of our God-designed 
minds. Our old self is a side of us, which we have as a result of being born into sin. 

From God's point of view, we have no old self because it was crucified with Christ. From the 
point of view of our actions and trials, we do have an old self that must die in each trial, if we are 
to be victorious in Christ in that specific trial. And, as we have been examining in Chapter 4, 
when we act according to our old nature, this is an identity issue. When our old self is active, our 
unconscious mind is not basing its self-image thoughts on who we are in Christ. 

Because Satan is able to attack us and drive us to act according to our old sinful nature, there 
is a "habitual side" to us in the sense that our old self does emerge somewhat regularly in trials. 
In truth, our self-image thoughts are at work almost constantly in every action we take. Self-
image thoughts are so foundational to our normal everyday living, that it is "habitual." Because 
of this, it can seem as if the old self is the result of a "habitual" unconscious thought process. 

Part of the unconscious' job is to help us save energy. And when we talk about "habit," we 
are talking about the energy-saving aspect of the unconscious. The unconscious develops habits 
to enhance our conscious experience. Many of the things we do in life are more efficient and 
even pleasurable because "we" (meaning our unconscious minds) have developed a habit. When 
something is habitual, we don't have to consciously think about certain things too much, if at all. 
To be clear, our unconscious mind develops habits that we consciously experience. 

Habits are hard to break. While we might consciously want to break a habit, we cannot break 
it until we unconsciously want to. Once again, this is because the real power of thinking resides 
in the unconscious, even though sometimes we seem consciously victorious over old habits. 
Perhaps we could look at the old self as an unconscious thinking habit. But, somehow it seems to 
minimize the significance of spiritual battles and the need to focus on Christ, were we to say that 
the goal of living for Him in a trial is to "kick our old self habit." 


